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Here, we introduce bimodal atomic force microscopy operated with sub-nm and ultra-small, i.e.,

sub-angstrom, first and second mode amplitudes in ambient conditions. We show how the tip can be

made to oscillate in the proximity of the surface and in perpetual contact with the adsorbed water

layers while the second mode amplitude and phase provide enhanced contrast and sensitivity.

Nonlinear and nonmonotonic behavior of the experimental observables is discussed theoretically with

a view to high resolution, enhanced contrast, and minimally invasive mapping. Fractions of meV of

energy dissipation are shown to provide contrast above the noise level. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4840075]

Nanoscale science and technology exploit emerging

phenomena that occur when structures or domains reach the

sub 100 nm range. More generally, since structure and nano-

scale properties control macroscopic phenomena, over the

past decades, the nanoscale has acted as a meeting point for

interdisciplinary research ranging from biology to materials

science.1 A common interest relates to characterization and

quantification at the nanoscale and the relationship to corre-

sponding macroscale manifestations.2 In this respect, the

atomic force microscope AFM has established itself as one

of the leading instruments in the field by simultaneously pro-

viding direct access to the nanoscale and enough versatility

to evolve according to demand.3 For example, dynamic

AFM (dAFM) modes of operation are typically employed to

map the topography of conductors and insulators with nano-

scale,4 molecular,5 sub-molecular,6–9 and sometimes atomic

resolution.10–12 These dynamic modes typically provide

alternative channels13 to simultaneously map compositional

variations.14 The scientific community is in fact actively

seeking to increase the number15 and sensitivity13 of contrast

channels12,16,17 since these can be employed to quantify18,19

nanoscale properties and enhance resolution and/or

contrast.12,20,21

Recently, two groups8,11 have independently reported

that the tip of the AFM can be made to oscillate with sub-

nm amplitudes, and in the proximity of the surface, i.e.,

near or in the mechanical contact region, while enhancing

resolution even in the presence of adsorbed water layers in

ambient conditions. Here, we introduce bimodal AFM,

where the second flexural mode of the cantilever is excited

with ultra-small oscillation amplitudes while oscillating

under such conditions. While the results could be extended

to the dual frequency modulation (FM-FM) mode, here, the

discussion focuses on bimodal amplitude modulation (AM)

AFM. That is, the feedback is assumed to operate on the

amplitude of the first flexural mode and the second ampli-

tude and phase are left open loop to sense and enhance com-

positional contrast. Nonlinear and nonmonotonic behavior

of the experimental observables is discussed theoretically

by numerically integrating the equation of motion, with a

view to high resolution, enhanced contrast and minimally

invasive mapping.

The first aim here is to operate under the imaging condi-

tions illustrated in Fig. 1 (and reported in Refs. 8 and 11)

since these have been shown to be optimum conditions for

high resolution imaging in several studies.11,22 These imag-

ing conditions, or region, are here termed Small Amplitude

Small Set-point8 (SASS) conditions. Then, a second external

drive is added to the second mode to enhance contrast12,13,23

and possibly resolution and quantification.24 The interaction

of the nanoscopic tip is magnified in the illustration (top) in

order to emphasize that the oscillation amplitudes of both the

first and the second modes are of the same order of magni-

tude, or even smaller, than molecular bonds. The motivation

is to force the tip to oscillate under, and the dynamics of the

cantilever to be controlled by, the influence of localized sur-

face forces only. Note also that when adsorbed water layers

are present, the tip should oscillate in perpetual contact with

these layers8,25 and as close as possible to the surface11 while

minimizing sample deformation. These are the SASS condi-

tions and have been recently reported8,11 to decrease back-

ground noise and enhance stability and resolution. The

flexural modes of the cantilever are modeled with the stand-

ard equations13

km

x2
m

€zmðtÞ þ
km

Qmxm
_zðmÞðtÞ þ kmzm

¼ F01 cosðx1tÞ þ F02 cosðx2tÞ þ Fts; (1)

where the subscript m (here, m¼ 1, 2 only for simplicity)

stands for mode, F01 and F02 are the magnitudes of the two

external driving forces at frequencies x1 and x2, respec-

tively, Fts is the tip-sample interaction and km, xm, and Qm

are the modal stiffness, resonance frequency, and Q factor.

Here, the (free) resonance frequencies coincide exactly with

the drive frequencies for simplicity and the subscripts stand

for first and second modes. The instantaneous tip position z

when interacting is

zðtÞ ¼ A1 cosðx1t� /1Þ þ A2 cosðx2t� /2Þ þ OðeÞ; (2)
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where A1, A2, /1, and /2 are the oscillation amplitudes and

phase shifts at x1 and x2, respectively, and O(e) stands for

the higher harmonic contributions which can be typically

neglected. Here, in the long range, Fts is defined by the

Hamaker constant H

FtsðdÞ ¼ �
RH

6ðd � hÞ2
hþ a0 < d ; (3)

where d is the tip-sample distance, R is the tip radius, h is

the height of the water layer,25 and a0 is an intermolecular

distance (here, h¼ 1 nm and a0¼ 0.165 nm throughout).

Inside the water layer (a0< d< hþ a0) Fts is assumed to be

constant

Fts � FAD ¼ �
RH

6a2
0

a0 < d � hþ a0 : (4)

Finally, when mechanical contact occurs, the Derjaguin

Muller Toporov (DMT) model of contact mechanics26 gives

FDMTðdÞ ¼ �
RH

6a2
0

þ 4

3
E�

ffiffiffi
R
p

d
3=2

a0 � d ; (5)

where E* is the effective Young Modulus and d is the

tip-sample deformation (d¼ a0-d). This model is conserva-

tive, consistent with force profiles in ambient conditions,27,28

and H and E* define chemical and mechanical properties,

respectively. The parameters employed in this work (unless

otherwise stated) are: k1, k2¼ 40 and 1600 N/m, f1¼ 300 kHz

(x¼ 2pf), f2¼ 1.8 MHz, Q1¼ 450, Q2¼ 2700, A01�A0

¼ 3 nm (free amplitude at x1), A02¼ 0 for monomodal or

mm and 50 pm for bimodal or bim operation (free amplitude

at x2), Et¼ 120 GPa (tip), Es¼ 1 GPa (sample), H¼ 4.1

� 10–20 J, and R¼ 3 nm. Note that the modal frequencies

have been assumed to be integer multiples of each other.

Experimentally this might or might not be the case16,22,29 but

it does not affect the discussion here. Macrons imply normal-

ized parameters throughout.

The results of numerically (fourth order Runge Kutta

algorithm) integrating (1) with the force profile that (3) to (5)

define are shown in Fig. 2. First, the normalized oscillation

amplitude �A1 (�A1¼A1/A0) is plotted in terms of cantilever

sample separation zc (Fig. 2(a)) and minimum distance of

approach dm or simply d, i.e., �A1(d) (Fig. 2(b)). Note the pos-

itive slope in �A1 where zc� 0 nm in Fig. 2(a). This is the

SASS region8 and it is highlighted with dashed circles in

Fig. 2 throughout. The other region of positive slope in �A1 in

Fig. 2(a) coincides with the standard attractive regime (AR)

of operation or attractive �A1 branch.30 These are the only

two regions available for imaging when employing suffi-

ciently small values of A0 since the other region, i.e., the one

with a negative slope in �A1, is not suitable for AM operation.

The normalized force �Fts¼Fts/|FAD| (dashed lines) is also

plotted in Fig. 2(b). First, from Fig. 2(b), it can be concluded

that the tip oscillates high above the sample’s surface, and

only gently and intermittently senses the water layer,

i.e., d> h, in the standard AR regime. Second, when the tip

interacts with the water layer in the flat �Fts region, i.e.,

a0< d< hþ a0, �A1 increases with decreasing zc (Fig. 2(a))

giving rise to the negative slope region in �A1. Third, for

smaller separations (Fig. 2(a)), i.e., zc� 0 nm, and distances

(Fig. 2(b)), i.e., d< a0, a second region of positive slope in
�A1 is found, i.e., the SASS region. At this point (1) the canti-

lever oscillates with small amplitudes, i.e., sub-nm, and (2)

the tip is always under the water layer, i.e., d< hþ a0

throughout (Fig. 2(b)), as illustrated in Fig. 1. The SASS

region thus accomplishes the first objective of this work, i.e.,

oscillating under the influence of localized surface forces

only. Also note that, even though the point of mechanical

contact cannot be directly established experimentally, �A1(d)

can be potentially plotted from experimental amplitude

curves by employing the approximation d� zc-A1 since both

zc and A1 are experimental observables. This would lead to

experimental �A1(d) curves8 such as that shown in Fig. 2(b).

In Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), the second mode amplitude, i.e.,
�A2¼A2/A02, is plotted in terms of zc and d, respectively,

when (1) A02¼ 0 pm (monomodal or mm operation) and (2)

A02¼ 50 pm (bimodal or bim operation); circles and blue

FIG. 1. Scheme of an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever illustrating

how bimodal AFM can be made to operate with small and ultra-small ampli-

tudes in the proximity of the surface while the tip oscillates in perpetual con-

tact with the adsorbed water layer.

FIG. 2. Simulations of monomodal (mm) and bimodal (bim) AFM.

Normalized fundamental amplitude �A1 as a function of (a) cantilever separa-

tion zc and (b) tip-sample distance d. The tip-sample force is also shown in

(b) with dashed lines. Normalized second mode amplitude �A2 as a function

of (c) separation zc and (d) tip-sample distance d under monomodal mm

(circles) and bimodal bim (blue triangles) operation.
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triangles, respectively. Also, A2 is normalized with 50 pm

throughout even when A02¼ 0 pm. At this point, it should be

noted that in the simulations the behavior of �A1 was not

altered during bimodal operation. The nonmonotonic behav-

ior of �A2 with decreasing zc is obvious from Fig. 2(c). To a

first approximation,31 the noise level should be �10 pm

(k1¼ 40 N/m) and �1 pm (k2¼ 1600 N/m) for the first and

second modes, respectively. The data in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)

further indicate that in the SASS region the values of �A2

remain above 10 pm, i.e., above the noise level, only when

the second mode is externally excited, i.e., bimodal opera-

tion. Under monomodal operation �A2> 0 pm because of the

non-linear force Fts. The capacity of enhancing and mapping

compositional contrast via variations in �A2 and /2 even for

relatively stiff cantilevers, i.e., k1¼ 40 N/m, is discussed

next.

First, a set of sample’s Young Modulus has been

employed in the simulations Es¼ 1, 2, 10, and 100 GPa dur-

ing bimodal operation as shown in Table I. Here, the

set-point was set to A1¼ 200 pm, the SASS region was

reached and A2 and /2 were left open loop. For the different

values of Es, the table shows: minimum distance of approach

dm, error Ddm
*¼ (zc-A1)-dm, variations Ddm (always with

increasing Es and relative to the value for 1 GPa), peak force

Fp or Fts(dm) and variations DFp, /1 and variations D/1, /2

and variations D/2, A2 and variations DA2. The experimen-

tal observables leading to compositional contrast maps (rela-

tive to Es¼ 1 GPa in Table I) are D/1, D/2, and DA2. First

note that even conservative interactions alone might lead to

standard phase shift D/1 contrast above the noise level,32

i.e., �0.1	, in bimodal AFM when operating under SASS

conditions. This can be attributed to harmonic distortion

(HD)33 since, from the table, A2/A1� 0.1. Furthermore, for

Es¼ 100 GPa, other higher harmonics reached amplitudes in

the order of pm (not shown). Second, D/1 behaves nonmo-

notonically with variations in Es. Nonmonotonic behavior in

D/1 with for large values of HD in liquid environments33

and a variety of regimes of operation in bimodal AFM15

have been recently reported. Third, D/2 takes values up to

an order of magnitude larger than D/1 implying that con-

servative compositional variations can be mapped with

higher contrast via D/2. Again D/2 varies nonmonotonically

with Es. Third, DA2 can take values larger than ten pm

implying that these are in principle also detectable experi-

mentally. Moreover, the behavior of DA2 is monotonic with

Es for the range in the table. Finally, it is worth mentioning

that by employing A0¼ 10 nm and A1¼ 7 nm in the simula-

tions (standard repulsive imaging conditions not shown here)

for Es¼ 1 GPa, the tip-sample deformation d¼ a0-dm

reached 1.57 nm as opposed to the 0.45 nm in SASS.

Next, Table II shows the results in bimodal AFM oper-

ated under SASS conditions with variations in viscosity

g¼ 0, 1, 10, 100, and 1000 Pa� s rather than Es. The dissipa-

tive force33 is

FdisðdÞ ¼ �g Rdð Þ1=2 � _d d > 0 : (6)

First note from Table II that both D/1 and D/2 monotoni-

cally increase with viscosity g. In particular, even variations

of 1 Pa� s can produce variations D/2 larger than 0.1	.
Second, the contrast due to D/2 can be up to a factor of 4 or

5 larger than that due to D/1. Third, A2 monotonically

decreases with increasing g and variations DA2 can be larger

than 10 pm.

In standard monomodal AM AFM imaging, the energy

dissipated per cycle Edis(1) (at resonance) is computed

as24,34

Edisð1Þ ¼
pk1A0A1

Q1

sin /1ð Þ �
A1

A0

� �
: (7)

The above expression accounts for the fundamental fre-

quency x1 and mode only. In bimodal AFM, the contribution

to Edis from the second modal frequency x2 can be computed

as

Edisð2Þ ¼
npk2A02A2

Q2

sin /2ð Þ �
A2

A02

� �
; (8)

TABLE I. Numerical values of some of the relevant physical and dynamic parameters and their variations with increasing Young Modulus of the sample Es in

bimodal AFM operated under SASS conditions.

Es [GPa] dm [pm] Dd*
m [pm] Ddm [pm] Fp [pN] DFp [pN] /1 [	] D/1 [	] /2 [	] D/2 [	] A2 [pm] DA2 [pm]

1 �283.8 28.6 0.0 2.8 0.0 3.80 0.0 24.73 0.0 20.9 0.0

2 �122.3 29.6 161.5 14.9 12.1 3.69 �0.10 25.02 0.29 19.8 �1.2

10 34.1 29.9 317.9 356.0 353.2 4.85 1.05 175.20 150.47 14.5 �6.4

100 119.8 15.7 403.7 574.6 571.8 2.68 �1.13 70.63 45.90 7.4 �13.5

TABLE II. Numerical values of some of the relevant physical and dynamic parameters and their variations with increasing viscosity g in bimodal AFM oper-

ated under SASS conditions.

g [Pa � s] dm [pm] Dd*
m [pm] Ddm [pm] Fp [pN] DFp [pN] /1 [	] D/1 [	] /2 [	] D/2 [	] A2 [pm] DA2 [pm]

0 �283.8 28.6 0.0 2.8 0.0 3.80 0.0 24.73 0.0 20.9 0.0

1 �283.7 28.6 0.1 2.6 �0.2 3.86 0.06 25.06 0.33 20.9 0.0

10 �283.0 28.2 0.8 0.8 �2.0 4.46 0.66 27.94 3.21 20.4 �0.6

100 �274.2 25.1 9.6 �21.4 �24.2 10.30 6.50 49.03 24.3 15.3 �5.7

1000 �143.8 25.1 140.0 �322.0 �324.8 51.60 47.80 93.20 68.47 4.0 �17.0
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where here n¼ 6 since x2¼ 6x1. Then, the total energy dis-

sipated per cycle Edis can be approximated as Edis�Edis(1)

þEdis(2). In the simulations, Edis has been calculated

numerically as the work done by Fts per cycle. Numerical

errors were in the order of fractions of meV or less. Table III

shows (for the values of g in Table II): Edis, Edis(1), the error

DEdis(1)¼Edis(1)-Edis, Edis(2), Edis(1,2)¼Edis(1)þEdis(2),

and the error DEdis(1,2)¼Edis(1,2)-Edis. Energy units are

meV throughout. First note that Edis in SASS stays always

below 1 eV even when g is largest, i.e., g¼ 103 Pa
s, in

agreement8 with the literature. Second, errors of only tens of

meV can follow from ignoring the contribution from Edis(2)

in SASS. This would not be the case in standard repulsive

imaging. For example, in the repulsive imaging conditions

above and for g¼ 10 Pa� s, Edis¼ 1.6 eV, Edis(1)¼ 5.7 eV,

Edis(2)¼�4.1 eV, and Edis(1,2)¼ 1.6 eV. This implies that

Edis(2) can be negative and should not be ignored in repul-

sive bimodal imaging. The data in Tables II and III further

indicate that dissipation in the order of 1–10 meV should be

readily detectable (�0.1–1	) via D/2 under bimodal SASS

operation. In particular, Table III shows that Edis below a sin-

gle meV (g¼ 1 Pa� s) can lead to fractions of degrees of

contrast D/2. These energies are at least one order of magni-

tude smaller than those due to a single van der Waals bond

and indicate that, in principle, bimodal SASS could be made

to operate in the energy dissipation mode with energies

in the order of 1–10 meV. In summary, a way to operate

bimodal AFM with small and ultra-small first and second

mode amplitudes, and in close proximity to the surface, has

been shown to lead to enhanced contrast and sensitivity

for mapping conservative and dissipative nanoscale

heterogeneity.
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